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How field service is transforming the future
Field service changes as technology changes. Paper-based, on-site systems have given way to field service 
management software and cloud-linked solutions. Artificial intelligence, machine learning, virtual reality, 
unmanned systems, and more will continue to reshape business models and customer experience touchpoints 
within field service and manufacturing. These revolutionary technologies can help manufacturers generate 
greater revenue and improve the overall customer experience.

The future of field service and manufacturing is already in place at many companies. Sandvik Coromant, a 
manufacturer of cutting tools and services for the metal-cutting industry, sought to elevate its service-side 
business by developing a solution that connects to the Azure IoT cloud to collect data in real-time and to mine 
data like temperature, load, and vibration out of the machining process.

Additionally, Microsoft HoloLens is an augmented reality (the overlaying/superimposing of computer images 
on a user’s real world) product. HoloLens is currently helping 24,000 Thyssenkrupp field service technicians and 
other employees with training, development, and access to subject-matter experts while on-site with clients.

It is expected that there will be 75 billion connected devices in the world by 2025. With these devices 
consistently streaming in data, manufacturers can analyze product performance data in real-time. 
Manufacturers can offer predictive maintenance services or pay-per-use pricing tiers that proactively address 
complications, offer replacement parts to customers, and adjust future design iterations.

Technological advancements can impact business models, revenue streams, and customer experience 
throughout field service and manufacturing. Field service organizations are finding applications for a variety 
of new technologies like wearables, artificial intelligence, virtual and augmented reality, cloud-based solutions, 
robotics, and drones or other unmanned vehicles. Manufacturing firms have the opportunity to take advantage 
of these new technologies to change how service is provided.

https://www.cherryleaf.com/blog/2016/09/9450/
http://www.businessinsider.com/75-billion-devices-will-be-connected-to-the-internet-by-2020-2013-10


Glasses and contact lenses: A field technician 
can see customer data and warranty 
information or manuals as he or she works 
on-site to repair a machine. Increasingly, 
manufacturers are seeing that connected 
workforces using smart glasses are helping 
to make sure that fix/repair projects are done 
right -- and only done once.

Voice and gesture control: The manufacturing 
HQ or FSO can call up a series of invoices 
or that day’s schedule hands-free while 
simultaneously working on another task.

Health monitors: These wearables could 
monitor breathing, heart rates, and much 
more for technicians working in hazardous 
environments, allowing emergency personnel 
to arrive sooner. Health monitors are 
increasingly in use as organizations realize 
potential advantages of understanding in-field 
employee performance.

Smart clothing: Smart clothing can notify 
back-office staff when a driver is experiencing 
fatigue on a long day of appointments. Smart 
clothing can even detect incorrect movement, 
e.g. not bending at the knees, when 
transporting heavy items.  

Translators: While wearable translators are 
still being developed to distinguish between 
the nuances of language, they could be helpful 
when working with international clients who 
need to service equipment at their locations. 

Haptics: When typing on a smartphone, small 
vibrations provide sensory feedback after 
the user presses a letter. This is the science of 
applying tactile sensation to human interaction 
with computers. In field service, the application 
is seen in data gloves. Technicians can wear 
such gloves when repairing machines, and the 
machines could provide feedback when the 
parts have been properly adjusted which could 
lead to improved first-time fix rates. There 
has also been an increase recently in haptic 
interfaces, sometimes casually referred to as 
“screen to beam.” When haptic interfaces are 
combined with cloud technology, a team of 
technicians can all access the same equipment 
data in real-time from various locations and 
collaborate on the best fix strategy. 

Security measures: Wearables can be used for 
security, such as tracking gait or body pressure 
as a way to restrict access to sensitive areas or 
pockets of information. Interestingly, with all the 
discussion of emergent technology, there is not 
much discussion about implications for security 
-- and security, such as biometric access points, 
could be completely changed by the evolution 
of wearables. 

Wearables and haptics
‘Wearables’ are electronic technologies that can be incorporated into clothing and comfortably worn on 
the body. In B2B contexts, especially within manufacturing, wearables have been in use for years -- and are 
thriving. There are numerous applications for these mini-computers in field service and manufacturing work:

http://www.newequipment.com/technology-innovations/why-automotive-aerospace-manufacturers-are-looking-wearables
http://www.newequipment.com/technology-innovations/why-automotive-aerospace-manufacturers-are-looking-wearables
http://www.newequipment.com/technology-innovations/why-automotive-aerospace-manufacturers-are-looking-wearables
http://success.hindsitesoftware.com/field-service-software-blog/how-wearable-tech-can-change-how-field-service-professionals-work
http://success.hindsitesoftware.com/field-service-software-blog/how-wearable-tech-can-change-how-field-service-professionals-work
http://success.hindsitesoftware.com/field-service-software-blog/how-wearable-tech-can-change-how-field-service-professionals-work
https://www.newscientist.com/article/dn26640-haptic-holograms-let-you-touch-the-void-in-vr/
https://www.newscientist.com/article/dn26640-haptic-holograms-let-you-touch-the-void-in-vr/
http://www.scientificcomputing.com/news/2016/12/rise-haptic-interfaces
http://www.scientificcomputing.com/news/2016/12/rise-haptic-interfaces


Unmanned devices and drones
 Within field service, the two most practical applications are:

Self-driving cars

Drones or other aerial assets

Infrastructure monitoring

The ability to look at machines and equipment in hard-to-reach places

Aerial mapping

Heat or thermal imaging (is a machine overheating?)

Drones that follow the technician and record his or her progress and process for future 
training of new technicians

As human user error is responsible for almost all accidents on the road, self-driving cars might actually be 
safer. Because technicians would not have to drive themselves, they can focus on other aspects of the next 
appointment, such as anticipating service logistics or reviewing machine manuals. The costs of maintaining a 
fleet of service vehicles and truck rolls can add up. With driverless cars, field service organizations would need 
fewer vehicles -- in part because technicians would be able to share them. And according to a study by The 
University of Texas at Austin researchers, shared self-driving vehicles use 12% less fuel than average cars. Fewer 
vehicles translate into less gas needed for technician truck rolls.

Aerial assets or drones could provide FSOs with:

With enterprise-level clients, factories and buildings can populate a vast stretch of land. Surveying the property 
on foot is almost completely impossible. Cars are more suitable for the task, but visibility is, then, restricted to 
a set height. A much more extensive area can be canvassed with a drone. 

In 2014, The New York Times noted the likely rise of drones in manufacturing and field service work with 
multiple industry leaders endorsing drone technology in field service due to towers, huge industrial complexes, 
and other hard-to-survey areas. Drones can complete this work with a high level of detail in a shorter amount 
of time. High-resolution cameras can record video and quickly snap photos to capture quality imagery of 
infrastructure issues, like cracked pipes or machines. 

https://www.coresystems.net/blog/how-self-driving-cars-could-change-field-service
http://blog.capterra.com/hvac-field-service-strategy/
http://bigthink.com/ideafeed/googles-self-driving-car-is-ridiculously-safe
http://bigthink.com/ideafeed/googles-self-driving-car-is-ridiculously-safe
http://www.caee.utexas.edu/prof/kockelman/public_html/TRB15SAVsinAustin.pdf
http://www.caee.utexas.edu/prof/kockelman/public_html/TRB15SAVsinAustin.pdf
https://www.coresystems.net/blog/5-best-uses-for-drones-in-field-service
https://www.nytimes.com/2014/04/22/business/energy-environment/drones-are-becoming-energys-new-roustabouts.html?_r=2


Augmented and virtual reality
While training technicians is a logical benefit of using wearables and augmented reality, these technologies 
also lend themselves to improved problem-solving. With AR and wearables, technicians can practice repairs 
on 3D elements immediately in front of them before having to dismantle the real thing. The implications, and 
applications, for improved technician workflow are tremendous.

While augmented reality enhances a user’s existing world, virtual reality immerses the user in a new one.

Conventional economic logic today tends to indicate that jobs do not exist, or are being automated rapidly. 
In reality, jobs do exist, but manufacturers often cannot find qualified candidates with the skills to fill them. 
Deloitte’s research with The Manufacturing Institute shows a need for 3.5M manufacturing jobs by 2025. Based 
on skills gap issues, 2M of these jobs will likely go unfilled. Additionally, many manufacturing companies are 
now being forced to recruit abroad, which is shifting the dynamics of their local economies. 

If a manufacturer were to embrace virtual reality-driven training, for example, the flick of a technician’s head 
could immerse him or her into an entirely new world. (Or, with AR, aspects could be overlaid on the technician’s 
existing reality.) Field service companies could then dispatch less-skilled technicians into the field while the 
more experienced engineers could stay at the main headquarters supervising and troubleshooting more 
difficult issues.

Ford Motor Company is working with Oculus Rift on a virtual reality headset based around the shell of a car. A 
car is built virtually by adding and manipulating parts and Ford can train a technician with no background in 
assembling cars via a headset. 

PwC has written extensively on the growth of virtual reality within manufacturing. Similarly, CNN has noted that 
an increase in virtual reality in the manufacturing sector will lead manufacturers to focus more on design of an 
end experience, which will benefit customer relationship management. Virtual reality is already being used in 
the construction of submarines and other large-scale projects, as well as in crime scene investigations.

These concepts may seem futuristic or far-off. However, these forward-thinking approaches are actively used by 
companies today in the creation of product and service models. 

http://www.jhuapl.edu/newscenter/stories/st100401.asp
http://www.jhuapl.edu/newscenter/stories/st100401.asp
http://www.fieldservicematters.com/new-technologies-field-service/
http://www.fieldservicematters.com/new-technologies-field-service/
http://fieldservicenews.com/why-field-service-managers-are-talking-about-virtual-and-augmented-reality/
https://www2.deloitte.com/us/en/pages/manufacturing/articles/boiling-point-the-skills-gap-in-us-manufacturing.html
https://www.hso.com/fileadmin/user_upload/How_Can_Companies_Overcome_the_Manufacturing_Skills_Gap.pdf
https://www.hso.com/fileadmin/user_upload/How_Can_Companies_Overcome_the_Manufacturing_Skills_Gap.pdf
http://www.theservicemanager.com/augmented-reality-and-virtual-reality-the-big-game-changers-in-field-service-management/
http://www.theservicemanager.com/augmented-reality-and-virtual-reality-the-big-game-changers-in-field-service-management/
http://www.theservicemanager.com/augmented-reality-and-virtual-reality-the-big-game-changers-in-field-service-management/
http://www.sikich.com/blog/post/The-Future-of-Manufacturing-Will-Microsoft-HoloLens-be-Part-of-It#.WFxBoFMrKUl
http://www.sikich.com/blog/post/The-Future-of-Manufacturing-Will-Microsoft-HoloLens-be-Part-of-It#.WFxBoFMrKUl
http://www.escapistmagazine.com/news/view/131081-Ford-Uses-Oculus-Rift-Virtual-Reality-to-Build-Cars
http://www.pwc.com/us/en/industrial-products/publications/augmented-virtual-reality-manufacturing.html
http://money.cnn.com/gallery/technology/2016/10/25/workplace-of-the-future/
http://www.computerweekly.com/feature/Virtual-reality-comes-of-age-in-manufacturing
http://www.computerweekly.com/feature/Virtual-reality-comes-of-age-in-manufacturing
http://www.computerweekly.com/news/2240205968/Cyber-attacks-to-escalate-over-next-decade


Machine learning and AI
The use of machine learning has exploded in recent years. Machine learning, a type of artificial intelligence (AI), 
provides computers the ability to develop programs that can grow and change based on interaction with new 
data sets. Within field service, machine learning underscores the idea of predictive service. If a field service 
organization can predict when service is needed, this improves:

An emergent aspect of field service and manufacturing work is resource scheduling optimization (RSO) 
powered by machine learning. When executed efficiently, RSO aids technicians in reducing their drive-times, 
thus creating more billable revenue. 

With RSO, equipment can be scheduled in the same manner as people’s time. Within a large machinery 
company, for example, a specific backhoe may need to be at one site on Monday but three different sites 
later in the week. RSO software can determine the best path for the equipment to take throughout the week 
thereby minimizing accrued miles and providing an overview of when to prioritize work needing the backhoe. 
Employing RSO can shift manufacturers and FSOs from a work-order billing model to an outcome-driven 
service model rooted in predictive decision-making.

The servitization model usually refers to how to monetize service level agreements or dynamic customer 
relationships. This is an evolved business model because, for decades, most manufacturers competed on 
product and product sales. As servitization becomes more common, there is a rise in “Machine Learning as a 
Service,” and many manufacturers are competing within machine learning for more effective, customer-centric 
operating models. 

Inventory ordering

Scheduling of technicians

Understanding which products are over- or under-performing

https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/services/machine-learning/
https://www.kloudgin.com/blog/field-service-management/fsm-field-service-management-future-rise-machine-learning/
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/laura-dambrosio/machine-learning-as-a-ser_b_9548962.html
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/laura-dambrosio/machine-learning-as-a-ser_b_9548962.html


The cloud 
The cloud has already begun to change field service and manufacturing significantly because now 
organizational insights are arriving in real-time. 

Shifting to a model driven by real-time insights allows a manufacturer to improve almost every aspect of its 
business, from global ops (customer center, R&D, supply chain) to product innovation (product data across 
multiple sources, actual in-field performance, opportunity identification, and more). 

Ecolab exemplifies one way that a traditional manufacturer can embrace the value of the cloud. The company 
needed to work with over 36,000 water systems globally and get data to both (a) improve production 
processes and (b) show potential customers what was working, what was not, and what would constitute a 
sound business decision. 

Ecolab utilized the cloud, combined with an Internet of Things suite, to control processes remotely and deliver 
actionable intelligence to those in the field. Millions of connected data points allowed for the establishment of 
operational benchmarks and increased customer relationships. 

https://blogs.microsoft.com/iot/2016/11/07/from-commodization-to-servitization-transforming-your-business-to-compete-in-the-new-age-of-field-service-with-iot/
https://blogs.microsoft.com/iot/2016/11/07/from-commodization-to-servitization-transforming-your-business-to-compete-in-the-new-age-of-field-service-with-iot/


Robotics and automation
One of the implications within field service is automation: supplementing human technicians with robot 
technicians and sending those into the field. But robots can also bolster the knowledge base of human 
technicians by training them or helping to automate back-office processes related to customer data and billing.

Transferring the intelligence of a robot to the cloud reduces onboard processing costs and increases 
functionality, as skill upgrades for robots will be easier to manipulate and design. Robots then download what 
they have learned to cloud storage, which can be accessed by similar robots. Following these steps can help 
drive down costs and make robot knowledge bases more accessible.



How will KPIs change?
The next wave of manufacturing and field service KPIs will be much more about increasing profitability through 
better business outcomes for customers. Consider some of the future implications on common KPIs:

First-time fix rate: By increasing effective use 
of time and information, the back office and 
technicians can focus on customer need, which 
drives up first-time fix rate.

Extra quotes or orders by technician: This 
speaks to the idea of using technicians as 
marketers aimed at business growth, and/or 
generally increasing customer satisfaction. If 
a technician is on-site with a client and gets a 
question he or she cannot immediately answer, 
the technician can pull up a manual via HoloLens 
and demo the part or machine the client is 
asking about. The technician runs through 
the demo and then answers the client in an 
informed way.

Percentage of billable hours: A self-driving car 
getting a technician to a site more effectively, 
or a drone allowing a technician to know 
everything about a site before he or she arrives, 
will drive this KPI up.

Employee productivity: Wearable technology 
will be an indispensable asset for monitoring 
this, understanding it, and even using it to 
understand the best hiring processes for future 
employees.



Conclusion
Traditional manufacturing prioritized production assets, raw materials and products, and preventive (fix and 
repair) maintenance. As the physical world of manufacturing is giving way to the digital, the focus is shifting. 
Companies need to consider service ecosystems and connected customers. 

Forward-thinking manufacturers are already improving performance and agility across their businesses—
redesigning processes for greater agility and responsiveness, building more open, connected and trusted 
ecosystems, and delivering more personalized customer experiences.

This will only continue to evolve. More devices will become connected, and more FSOs will move to the 
cloud. Field service shops will begin using drones to monitor previously challenging areas. Machine learning 
will adjust how service industries optimize scheduling. Virtual and augmented reality will change training 
methodology. Wearables will allow for constant streams of employee performance data. The future of field 
service, powered by new technological innovation and organizational adoption of those technologies, will be 
data-driven and integrated.

Companies can integrate service, marketing, and sales (increased consumer and product insights). They 
can leverage data from plants, customers, products, sellers, field technicians, global operations, and more. 
Information can be shared from anywhere from one person to thousands of people. This reveals numerous new 
revenue streams and decision-making possibilities for your business, and you can begin taking advantage of 
the future of field service today.

Watch how one manufacturing 
company is taking advantage of a new 
technology -- HoloLens

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8OWhGiyR4Ns&feature=youtu.be



